TYPICAL DETAILS CE-3

NUDURA STANDARD 152mm FORM UNIT

EXTERIOR FINISH AS SPECIFIED

HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED BY LOCAL PRESCRIPTIVE OR ENGINEERING DESIGN

NUDURA WATERPROOF MEMBRANE LAPPED DOWN TO DPC/RADON BARRIER

WATERPROOF CONCRETE TO 152mm ABOVE GRADE

APPROVED I.C.F RENDER

CAPPED OUTLET VENT

PLASTER BOARD

75mm FLOOR SCREED

90 mm NUDURA FLOOR TECHNOLOGY OR EQUIVALENT

125mm CONC. FLOOR SLAB

50mm SAND BLINDING

DAMP PROOF COURSE/RADON BARRIER

100mm RADON OUTLET PIPE AS SPECIFIED

COMPACTED GRANULAR FILL

CONTINUOUS Poured CONCRETE STRIP FOOTING SIZED AS PER ENGINEERED DESIGN

DISCLAIMER NOTICE:
SPECIFIC INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL CODES IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DESIGNER
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